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Quinn's Blog Named Top 25 by LexisNexxis

10/27/10

Newton, MA—BC Law Professor Brian Quinn’s M&A Law Prof Blog has been selected as one of the LexisNexis Top 25 Business Law Blogs for 2010.

The blogs chosen by LexisNexis were recognized for going beyond reporting on current events by providing valuable and insightful commentary in Business Law. Quinn’s blog was among the 25 that demonstrated the impact and influence blogs can now have on both law and business.

The M&A Law Prof Blog is a member of the Law Professor Blogs network. The aim of Law Professor Blogs is to serve as a scholastic and teaching aid, with each blog focusing on a particular area of law. The editors are leading scholars and teachers in their field who combine up-to-date resources and links, as well as daily news and current events that are of interest to law professors.

Although Quinn’s commentary is focused in Corporate Takeovers and Mergers & Acquisitions, the M&A Law Prof Blog covers a wide variety of topics, ranging from “Hedge Funds to ‘Friday Culture.” Quinn’s scholarship at BC Law is concentrated in corporate law, the structuring of transactions and private ordering. He teaches Corporations, Mergers & Acquisitions, and Deals.

According to its website, Lexis Nexis is a “leading global provider of content-enabled workflow solutions designed specifically for professionals in the legal, risk management, corporate, government, law enforcement, accounting, and academic markets.” Others may be more familiar with its online database, an invaluable tool for research tool for any academic.

You can visit the M&A Law Prof Blog here: http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/mergers/

To view the complete list of Top 25 Business Law Blogs, click here: